We present a quantitative three-dimensional reconstruction of the complex refractive index of boron clad tungsten fiber using 35 keV x rays. The reconstruction provides a quantitatively accurate measurement with a three-dimensional spatial resolution of approximately 2 m. © 2003 American Institute of Physics. ͓DOI: 10.1063/1.1602155͔
tion, and is its wavelength. The terms ␦(r,z) and ␤(r,z) are, respectively, the spatial distributions of the real and imaginary components of the energy dependant x-ray complex refractive index n͑r,z ͒ϭ1Ϫ␦͑ r,z ͒Ϫi␤͑ r,z ͒ ͑2͒ over three-dimensional space. Absorption-contrast tomography uses measurements of ͉Ã (r)͉ 2 which is, according to Eq. ͑1͒, only sensitive to the value of ͐␤(r,z)dz. The effect of the phase distribution is ignored.
Propagation-based phase recovery uses the observation that spatial gradients in the real part of the refractive index act to redistribute energy on propagation and so is able to produce observable effects in the intensity distribution. These intensity effects may be inverted to recover the phase distribution. There are a number of ways in which the phase may be recovered. In this work we use the so-called transport of intensity equation. 7 The transport of intensity equation relates the rate of change of the intensity, I(r Ќ ), of a paraxial wave along the beam propagation direction z to the phase of the wave ⌽(r Ќ ):
ٌ Ќ is the transverse gradient operator at the detector plane and r Ќ is a position vector lying in a plane perpendicular to the direction of the z axis. In the absence of phase discontinuities, 8, 9 this expression specifies the phase uniquely and enables a quantitative determination independent of the intensity. This approach has been confirmed for a wide range of radiation types. 10 In practice, the intensity derivative is estimated by forming the intensity difference between two downstream planes a small distance apart and placed equally around the plane of interest. The intensity data enable the reconstruction of the absorptive structure, while the intensity data combined with the intensity derivative data allow the independent reconstruction of the phase distribution. In this work, the phase will be recovered a distance downstream from the object and it is assumed that the propagation distance is sufficiently small that the field in this plane is only slightly different from that in the object.
Experiments were carried out at the European Synchrotron Research Facility ͑ESRF͒ at the microfluorescence and diffraction beam line ID22. An undulator was 65 m upstream on a high-␤ section of the ESRF storage ring and produced an effective source with a horizontal full width at half maximum ͑FWHM͒ of 700 m and vertical FWHM of 50 m. The beam divergence was 30ϫ20 rad. The beam line itself consists of flat Pt coated silicon mirror to remove high energy x rays with final energy selection carried out with a fixed-exit vertical flat double-crystal design Si͓111͔ monochromator (⌬E/Eϭ10 Ϫ4 ). The experiment was carried out at an energy of 35 keV. APPLIED PHYSICS LETTERS VOLUME 83, NUMBER 7 The sample examined in this experiment was a composite fiber of boron ͑100 m diameter͒ with an inner core of tungsten ͑15 m diameter͒. This sample was chosen as it had a component that would predominantly influence the absorption and another that would primarily influence the phase. The tomographic data were acquired by rotating the fiber around its length in the horizontal direction in order to utilize the higher vertical spatial coherence of the source.
Imaging data were collected using the FReLon 2000 x-ray to visible conversion charge coupled device ͑CCD͒ camera system. 11 This 14 bit fast readout camera consists of a 2048ϫ2048 CCD with a 14 m pixel size. The conversion of x rays to visible light was carried out with single crystal 12-m-thick doped yttrium-aluminum-garnet scintillator deposited onto a 170-m-thick lutetium-aluminum-garnet substrate. The subsequent optical images of the sample were magnified 40 times by a lens system to produce an effective pixel size of 0.35 m on the CCD camera.
A total of 1250 equally spaced projection images were collected over 180°for each sample to detector setting. In an effort to reduce sampling artifacts a region of interest of 1024ϫ1024 was selected for each intensity image and the maximum projected dimension of the object was 330 pixels wide. Tomographic data sets for absorption based reconstructions were collected at a sample to scintillator distance of 4 mm. Tomographic data sets for phase based reconstructions were taken at sample-scintillator distances of 150 and 200 mm. These settings were used to estimate the intensity derivative required by Eq. ͑1͒ and were selected in order to minimize variations in image contrast due to subpixel structure within the sample, such as small angle scattering.
To facilitate image normalization, dark current subtraction and flat field division were carried out on all sample images prior to any processing. The sinograms were aligned about the center of rotation and backlash correction was performed in software. The tomographic reconstructions were carried out using filtered backprojection on both the logarithm of the intensity data and directly on the phase sinograms. Figure 1 depicts the results obtained for both phase and amplitude reconstructions from the boron clad fibre. Figure  1͑a͒ shows a slice through the tomographic phase reconstruction and so depicts a map of the real part of the refractive index. Figure 1͑b͒ depicts the same slice reconstructed using conventional absorption tomography and is displayed with a logarithmic gray scale in order to allow visualization of the boron cladding simultaneously with the tungsten core. The high degree of spatial coherence in the x-ray beam gives rise to a very small amount of artifact due to phase contrast in the absorption image and this is responsible for the visibility of the boron fibre outline. Figure 1͑c͒ shows a surface rendering and cut out of the volume reconstruction of the real part of the x-ray complex refractive index, and Fig. 1͑d͒ depicts the corresponding imaginary component. The boron can only be seen in the phase measurements.
These data sets allow a quantitative determination of the complex refractive index and the results of this analysis are given in Table I . The table clearly shows that tabulated values of the real ͑␦͒ and imaginary ͑␤͒ components of the x-ray refractive index for both boron and tungsten are consistent with our measurements, although no reliable measurement of the imaginary component for boron was possible at the energy used in this experiment.
Careful analysis of the reconstructions indicates that a conservative estimate of the voxel spatial resolution is approximately 1 m in each direction for the imaginary component of the refractive index, and ϳ2 m for the real part. This result suggests that phase-based reconstructions display similar resolution limitations to traditional tomographic techniques. The spatial resolution of the detector system is slightly better than 1 m and so the phase recovery introduced a small amount of further degradation of the spatial resolution.
The phase recovery method is very fast 12 and can easily be performed as quickly as the data are acquired. The principal limitation of this approach, then, is the need to acquire additional data in order to recover the phase. The significant benefit of this technique is the addition of an additional parameter for analysis of samples.
In conclusion, we have shown that it is now possible to quantitatively recover the full complex x-ray refractive index map by using an extension to standard tomographic techniques. The technique is rapid and in principle only requires FIG. 1. Tomographic reconstructions of the sample. ͑a͒ Slice through the reconstruction of the phase distribution. ͑b͒ A slice through the reconstruction of the absorption part of the reconstruction. This image has a logarithmic gray scale and was taken at the same location as the image in ͑a͒. ͑c͒ Surface rendered image of the phase reconstruction showing the boron coating. The cutaway allows the interior tungsten wire to be seen. ͑d͒ Surface rendering of the imaginary part of the refractive index. As only the tungsten wire shows significant absorption this image only shows that component of the object. All of these images are able to yield quantitative results for the refractive index, as shown in Table I . 
7.5ϫ10
Ϫ8 one additional projection measurement for each angle. Application of the technique is simple to implement and may be used with all existing tomographic techniques. We anticipate that the ability to acquire this extra information about samples may find application in a number of areas.
